Basic Theory of Dynamic Compactness Rate
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Proctor Test (V=constant model)
- Standard (simplified) Vd=constant EN 13286-2
- Modified
V=constant model. We cut the compacted sample after remove the top ring. Determine the water content and
mass. Calculate the soil density, and dry density.
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where h* comes from formula (1) and =h/h
Usual formula from the density-ratio: Cr=V*dmax / V*di = dmax / di
Compaction rate = Cr*100 (%)

Proctor tests with different water contents (Md=constant model)
Imagining that the dry weight of each cylinder is the same dry mass, the height of the cylinders will be different. The
smallest height we’ve got at the optimum water content, the higher the soil-cylinder at smallest (and highest)
cylinders. The optimum water content is at the smallest cylinder, so the compactness is 100%.
This is the nature in-site situation on field. The dry soil-mass equal (Md=constant), the water content depending on
rainfall or ground-water. The compacting under the roll (rummer) depending on water content only (if the
compacting work fixed).
The differences of the heights (the chosen base is the optimum water content cylinder height) can be consider as
settlement. Each difference (settlement) has a pair of compactness Proctor- degree. Determined this relationship
between the height different, can be extrapolated on the layer thickness of built earthwork (structure).
This justify that the compaction-rate can be calculated from the settlements, measured with a given compacting
work, not only from the density-ratio.

1. figure Relationship between Proctor-cylinder height and moister content (Md=const model)
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Deductions:
wi < wopt < wi+1 ..

in case of the laboratory Proctor test.

Assuming that the cylinder Md=constant, and the compaction work=constant, can be calculating the volume
components, and the heights of cylinders. The chosen basic volume is arbitrary Vopt=2065,5 cm3 (calculated from the
Boussinesq depth effect ≈ 253mm and the area of Proctor mould bottom).
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The two method leads the same result, if
(4)
This justify that the compaction rate calculated from the height different is equal with the compaction rate calculated
from the density-ratio.
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2. figure Relationship between Compaction rate, and settlement mm as the height different of Proctor soil
cylinders.
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Example: siSa, silty-sand Proctor results:
w%
d 
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Relationship between
Regression from the

12,5
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13,9
1,96

height different and the Proctor compactness-rate
Proctor Test result

Proctor mould “A”, rammer “B” (EN 18286-2)
where
Proctor work=constant, Relative compactness of each sample
Compactness rate

where

Moisture Correction Coefficient

, and the maximum
Investigation process:
-

done the Proctor Test EN Standard
Calculate the
model state (reference volume 2065,5cm3)
calculate the regression correlation, the slip is the  value

We can found, the linear regression formula is Crd=100-*l, the non-linear (polynomial) formula is Crd=(1000,014l2-0,39l). This shows that the minimum of the actual compactness is about 71%.

Field Compactness Test (on-site B&C)
Settlement can calculate from Boussinesq-formula, on different Ei modulus. The situation in the laboratory is
different from the field. The effective depth and the hypothetic (under-plate) cylinder height may be different. The
ratio:

The Light Falling Weight (LFW) loading system based on dropping a cc 10kg weight from 72cm, and loading the soil
surface p=0,35MPa under-plate stress, using D=163mm diameter. With an accelerometer and quartz-clock can
determine the settlement:
S=a/t2 where
-

a is the acceleration m/sec2,
and t is the time (sec)

CEN 15846 requirements need 18 drops, and this settlements shows decreasing with the drop number. The
difference of this settlement can assumed as a permanent settlement. In this way, one can calculate the summed
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permanent settlement from the beginning to the actual drop number. Because of the settlements decreasing, the
weighted average of this lines give a value of resultant settlement, and average - divided the sum of this line by 17.

Calculation’s theory: weighted average from  settlements

for every data-line:
Drop/
Remain
Settlement settlement

Summa
delta Weighted with drop
settlement
N°=di

1/ 2,47mm
2 / 1,74mm
3/ 1,14 mm
….
17/
0,80mm

SUM
=1-17

18 /
0,75 mm

The weighted average is the deformation modulus =Dm (limited value=3. Cannot be assessed if Ed<10MPa and
Dm>3), because there is not enough deformation, the settlement does not decrease enough. When there is no loadbearing surface, the dropping weight cannot compress the layer.
Generally the deformation modulus:

When plotting this value depending on drops, the second part of the settlement curve becomes a near linear line, so
after 6-8 drops can be estimated the other part of the compaction-line. This is the shortened compaction test, needs
minimum 10 drops, instead of 18. This Dm (CrE%) result will be a little bit worse than the 18 drops would be.
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This weighting the compaction curve is represented by one point. The more the number of drops, the weight of the
more will prevail. In this way the Deformation index (Dm) represents the whole delta sum settlement data-line with
one point. (Example: if Dm=22; and CrE%=100-1.25·0,380·22=89,55=90%)

CrE% - in site relative compactness rate (near natural field-water content)
CrE% (signed in the CWA TrE%) - this is the measured test value using the BC SP-LFWD device, which represents the
roller work effectiveness, independently from the optimum water content, near the given field-water:

where

comes from the modified Proctor test regression, and 1,25 is the rate of

CWA 15846 requires control the  value. If the  value and difference higher than the given limit, the measured 
real value must use in the calculation. (There wasn’t such as cases in our practice). The chosen value is *.

Moister Correction Coefficient
To get the Compactness-rate one can transform the CrE% in-site relative compactness to the optimum water content.
To do this, one can use the normalized Proctor-curve, the dry density near the given water content divided by the
maximum dry density.
This can define easily from the Proctor test.
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3. Figure Definition of CrE% On-site relative compactness rate, and Trd% Dynamic Compactness rate

Dynamic Compactness Rate (CWA 15846 SP-LFWD)
Multiplying the CrE% in-site relative compactness rate (near natural field-water content) and the
to transform on optimum water content (see on 2. figure):

Investigation of effective depth (Boussinesq-theory)
IDP= Impact Depth Multiplier, to considering the layer thickness. Example:
, in case of different E soil-modulus also.
Proctor value depending on layer thickness. No need thickness correction between 22-28cm layer thickness if we
accept
accurate range. No need thickness correction between 20-31cm layer thickness if
we accept
range of accuracy.
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0,308

To choose the safety, one can select IDP=1,25 (see in CWA) which makes ±2% in C rE%, but 25cm named thickness
often close to 20cm is building practice. The worst the result, the better the quality.

Thickness correction need in other cases:
LTC=Layer Thickness Correction. LTC is:
where
where: h is the layer thickness in cm
 - layer thickness regression
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Controlling the sufficient compactness work
CWA 15846 determine the layer thickness limits, to ensure the accuracy of the dynamic compactness test. Lot of
cases may be the layer ticker, or must to know if the compactness work was enough or not.
In this situation the rule is the next:
Perform a new compactness test, without moving the plate. If the result CrE% is smaller than 98%, correction
needed:

This value decreases the Trw value:
TrwCorr = Trw * CWC; and Trd% = CrE% * TrwCorr
In this way the dynamic compactness rate measuring can be considered as an independent test from the layer
thickness.

Corrections (Summary)
Dynamic modulus correction due to Law of Impulse:
Dynamic modulus should be corrected (German-type and ASTM BP-LFWD and LFW also) depending on soil density.
Correction must be done for Ed only, it has smaller effect on CrE%.
Correction must only be done in case fly-ash, slag or other high-density materials
Ed KORR = Ed *K where K= 1.766/ (dmax*1/(1+wopt))

Correction and Control the Compaction work in CWA 15846 (or in case of >29cm thickness)
After the compactness test (18 drops) we do one more test without moving the plate.
If this second measurement is CrE2%≤98%, we correct our first measuring results;
if it is bigger or equal, we can accept the further measurements without correction. CWC=CrE2%/100 and
TrwK=CWC*Trw
Correction for simplified Proctor compaction-rate (to use in German area):
The dynamic compaction rate works with modified Proctor (in the Trw). The simplified (standard) compactness-rate
one can calculate =(dmax simplified)/(dmax modified) and Trd Simplified%= (1/)*Trd%
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Results of Relationship Investigations (Summary)

Investigation Result of E2v – Ed Relationship:
The static modulus E2v Ed or E2v=1,0*Ed R2=0,8, so the approximately the same value like the SP-LFWD’s Ed value
The regression degree is rather good. This means that BC may be a useful device in civil engineering practice. Tests
carried out by D=300mm static plate test and BC-1 Dynamic Compactness- and Bearing Capacity device. The
considered tolerance of static plate test ±5MPa, CWA 15846 Ed value ±2,6MPa.

Ev2 - Ed relationship (58pcs Trial section, 763pcs test)
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Investigation of Isotopic Compactness-rate Tr% and Trd% Dynamic compactiness-rate Relationship:
Trd% dynamic Compactness-rate equal to the other, density-ratio systems. (R2=0.7)
The regression degree is rather good. This means that BC is a useful device in civil engineering practice.
Tests carried out by MC-3 Nuclear density measure device and BC-1 Dynamic Compactness- and Bearing Capacity
device. The considered tolerance in case of isotopic test is ±3Tr% and CWA 15846 ±1 TrE%.
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y = 1,00x
Trd% - Tr% Comparison (32pcs Trial section, 501pcs test)
R² = 0,70
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Investigation of Sand Cone test Compaction-rate – Dynamic Compaction-rate Relationship
RAMKHAMHAENG University, Bangkok Thailand Department of Civil Engineering
(Comparison of B&C LFWD and sand filling method –Ramkhamhaeng University, Thailand Ms.Panarat-Mr Korrakoch Taweesin:
Calibration Certificate B&C, Gabor Enterprise CO Ltd. 2007)

One place, 30pcs test results:
Sand-Cone and B&C

SAND CONE - B&C BangkokThailand
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AASHTO T-191 Sand Cone test comparing to the CWA 15864 dynamic compaction rate (Bangkok-Thailand)
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N=30 pcs, on the same place. The deviation of Sand Cone test results is 1.40, average 95,9%, The deviation of
CWA15846 Dynamic Compactness test results is 1.13 (better), average 95,9% (equal).
Comparison of CWA15846 regulation B&C LFWD and Sand Cone method –Ramkhamhaeng University, Thailand. Ms.Panarat-Mr
Korrakoch Taweesin: Calibration Certificate B&C, Gabor Enterprise CO Ltd. 2007

CONVERSIONS (Summary)
Number of trial section and investigation was worked out this regressions, and conversions.
The estimated settlement of the embankment (compactness rate changes to 100%):
10·Dm (if Dm=2,01 then 20,1mm/25cm, and 8cm/1m backfilling)
Dynamic Bedding Coefficient from BC test: used in industrial flooring
cd = 0.0761 / S0a (N/mm3) where S0a = (drop No. 1 + 2 + 3) / 3 (mm) Regression R2=0,92
Example: if S0a =1,33mm then cd =0,0761/1,33mm=0,06N/mm3
Evib from BC dynamic test: Evib=0,5Ed+57 (R2=0,93) Evib CCC-method (University of Ljubljana)
Example: if Ed=86,8MPa then Evib=100,4Mpa
German LFWD Evd from BC dynamic test: Evd = 0,42Ed (R2=0,90), or Evd = 0,69Edend (R2=0,91) the smaller
Example: Evd=0,42·EdEnd=0,42·131,6=55,3MPa; Evd=0,69·Ed=0,69·86,8=59,9MPa; the smaller: Evd=55,3MPa
CBR% calculation from BC2 dynamic test results:
CBR% value: CBR5=5,43/s0a ;CBR2,5=4,07/s1a ;and the end CBR% is weighted average of this two. Chosen of CBR% is
different from the habitual, because the loading curve is different in case of static method and the dynamic one.
The weight of CBR5 and CBR2,5 to be determined for CBR% can be calculate from the rate of measured amplitudes
s0a and s1a. The weighted of CBR5 is 1-(s0a/(s1a+s0a)); the weighted of CBR2,5 is 1-(s1a/(s1a+s0a)). The sum of the weightvalues equal 1.
The election and the method of calculation reflects the property of dynamic compaction curve, reflects the nature
way and the manner of assessment weighting for individual.
Example: if s0a=1,33mm and s1a=0,47mm, CBR5=5,43/1,33=4,1% ; CBR2,5=4,07/0,47=8,7%;
CBR25 weight is (1-(s0á/(s1á+s0á))= 0,231; CBR2,5 weight is ( 1-(s1á/(s1á+s0á))=0,739;
CBR%=4,1·0,231+8,7·0,739=CBR%=7,5%
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Effect of CWA15846 modifications on the earlier TrE% results:
The investigations shows, that the difference is -2,5% in the TrE% value at 90% compactness-rate, comparing to the
earlier calculations. At TrE=95% and upper, the difference less then 0,5% , less than the measurement error.

CEN 15846 New
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SUMMARY
The application of the CWA 15846 dynamic compactness measuring method considerably increases the

efficiency and reliability of the quality control of the earthworks and other particulate materials. It
facilitates the recognition of measurement results being closer to the real conditions and the application of
a more accurate and reliable qualification method.
Two very different measurements (compaction test and bearing capacity test) can be executed with one
device according with CWA 15846 (B&C dynamic SP-LFWD), while the price of the device does not reach
the purchase and maintenance costs of the one isotopic device. It can be applied as the alternative of the
isotopic instrument unnecessarily contaminating the health and environment.
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